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I Classical solution: matrix factorization

I Users are associated with latent preferences ✓u.
Items are associated with latent attributes ˇi .

I Whether a user clicked on an item comes from an exponential family,
e.g., Poisson, Bernoulli, Gaussian.
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• User u is associated with latent preference θu 
• Item i is associated with latent attributes βi 
• Whether a user clicks on an item comes from a exponential 

family distribution, e.g., Poisson, Bernoulli, Gaussian



• Classical Bayesian inference:  
• Condition on click data y to estimate or approximate the 

posterior p(θ, β | y) 
• Obtain estimates of user preferences and item attributes 

• Form prediction with posterior predictive distribution 
• Recommend based on the ranking of the predictions
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Figure 6: The top 10 items by the expected weight �i from
three of the 100 components discovered by our algorithm
for the New York Times data set.

A Exploratory analysis

The fitted HPF model can be explored to discover latent structure
among items and users and to confirm that the model is captur-
ing the components in the data in a reasonable way. For exam-
ple, in Figure 6 we illustrate the components discovered by our
algorithm on the news articles in the New York Times. The illus-
tration shows the top items—items sorted in decreasing order of
their expected weight �i—from three of the 100 components dis-
covered by our algorithm. From these, we see that learned compo-
nents both cut across and differentiate between conventional top-
ics and categories. We find that multiple business-related topics
(e.g., self help and personal finance) comprise separate compo-
nents, whereas other articles that appear across different sections
of the newspaper (e.g., business and regional news) are unified by
their content (e.g., airplanes).

B The variational algorithm

Given an observed matrix of user behavior y, we would like
to compute the posterior distribution of user preferences �uk,
item attributes �ik, user activity �u and item popularity �i,
p(�, �, �, � | y). Our derivation of the variational algorithm for
HPF makes use of general results about the class of conditionally
conjugate models [11, 16]. We define the class, show that HPF is
in the class, and then derive the variational inference algorithm.

Complete conditionals. Variational inference fits the variational
parameters to minimize their KL divergence to the posterior. For
the large class of conditionally conjugate models, we can easily
perform this optimization with a coordinate-ascent algorithm, one
in which we iteratively optimize each variational parameter while
holding the others fixed. A complete conditional is the condi-
tional distribution of a latent variable given the observations and
the other latent variables in the model. A conditionally conjugate
model is one where each complete conditional is in an exponential
family.

HPF, with the zui variables described in Section 2.2, is a condi-
tionally conjugate model. (Without the auxiliary variables, it is
not conditionally conjugate.) For the user weights �uk, the com-
plete conditional is a Gamma,

�uk | �, �, z, y � Gamma(a +
�

i zuik, �u +
�

i �ik). (3)

The complete conditional for item weights �ik is symmetric,

�ik | �, �, z, y � Gamma(a +
�

u zuik, �i +
�

i �uk). (4)

These distributions stem from conjugacy properties between the
Gamma and Poisson. In the user weight distribution, for example,
the item weights �ik act as “exposure” variables [9]. (The roles
are reversed in the item weight distribution.) We can similarly
write down the complete conditionals for the user activity �u and
the item popularity �i.

�u | � � Gamma(a� + Ka, b� +
�

k �uk).

�i | � � Gamma(c� + Kc, d� +
�

k �ik).

The final latent variables are the auxiliary variables. Recall that
each zui is a K-vector of Poisson counts that sum to the observa-
tion yui. The complete conditional for this vector is

zui | �, �, y � Mult
�

yui,
�u�i�

k �uk�ik

�
. (5)

Though these variables are Poisson in the model, their complete
conditional is multinomial. The reason is that the conditional dis-
tribution of a set of Poisson variables, given their sum, is a multi-
nomial for which the parameter is their normalized set of rates.
(See [20, 5].)

Deriving the algorithm. We now derive variational inference for
HPF. First, we set each factor in the mean-field family (see Sec-
tion 2.2) to be the same type of distribution as its complete con-
ditional. The complete conditionals for the item weights �ik and
user weights �uk are Gamma distributions (Equations 3 and 4);
thus the variational parameters �ik and �uk are Gamma parame-
ters, each containing a shape and a rate. Similarly, the variational
user activity parameters �u and the variational item popularity pa-
rameter �i are Gamma parameters, each containing a shape and a
rate. The complete conditional of the auxiliary variables zuik is a
multinomial (Equation 5); thus the variational parameter �ui is a
multinomial parameter, a point on the K-simplex, and the varia-
tional distribution for zui is Mult(yui, �ui).

In coordinate ascent we iteratively optimize each variational pa-
rameter while holding the others fixed. In conditionally conjugate
models, this amounts to setting each variational parameter equal
to the expected parameter (under q) of the complete conditional.
4 The parameter to each complete conditional is a function of the
other latent variables and the mean-field family sets all the vari-
ables to be independent. These facts guarantee that the parameter
we are optimizing will not appear in the expected parameter.

For the user and item weights, we update the variational shape
and rate parameters. The updates are

�uk = �a +
�

i yui�uik, b +
�

i �shp
ik /�rte

ik� (6)

�ik = �c +
�

u yui�uik, d +
�

u �shp
ik /�rte

ik�. (7)

These are expectations of the complete conditionals in Equa-
tions 3 and 4. In the shape parameter, we use that the expected

4It is a little more complex then this. For details, see [16].
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Example components from New York Times click data

I Condition on click data y to estimate the posterior p.✓;ˇ j y/.
– estimates of user preferences and item attributes

I Form predictions with the posterior predictive distribution.

I This is the backbone of many recommender methods.

Salakhutdinov and Mnih, International Conference on Machine Learning 2008
Gopalan et al., Uncertainty in Artificial Intelligence 2015

Example components from New York Times click data



How can we connect recommendation with 
causal inference?

Causal inference  Recommendation

Expose a unit to a treatment Expose a user to an item

“What would have happened  
if patient A received the 

treatment X?”

“What would have happened  
if user A was recommended 

item X?”

Biased data from  
observational studies

Biased data from  
logged user behavior

? ?
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Generative process from a user exposure perspective 
• Each user is exposed to certain amount of items 
• Among these items, the user decides to click on (like) 

some of the items, and skip (dislike) some others
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• Data is biased by the exposure data 
• Items that are more exposed have too much influence 

• Inferring the click model from click data alone leads to a 
biased model

One problem with classical Bayesian inference

Click
 model |3

1
1 2

23

Click data y | a = 1



• Remedy A: Run a randomized experiment where we control exposure 
• Hard to do in practice 

• Remedy B: Re-weight the data to make it appear as if it came from a 
randomized experiment 

• Weight each observation by the inverse probability of being 
exposed (inverse propensity weighting)

One problem with classical Bayesian inference

Click
 model |3

1
1 2

23

Click data y | a = 1



Joint model of exposure and click

Exposure 
model

Click
 model

yui | aui = 0 ⇠ �0

yui | aui = 1 ⇠ exp-fam(✓>u �i)

Popularity exposure

aui ⇠ Bernoulli(µi)
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Joint model of exposure and click

aui ⇠ Poisson(⇡>
u �i)

Poisson factorization exposureExposure 
model

Click
 model

yui | aui = 0 ⇠ �0
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How is this different from standard causal 
inference?

Causal inference  Recommendation

Single causal question Many causal questions (one 
per user-item pair)

Many observations to  
estimate the causal effect

Causal outcomes are related 
(governed by the same set of 

parameters)



• Fit the exposure model (popularity or Poisson factorization) 
• Use exposure model predictions to re-weight the click data 

• It down-weights the influence of more exposed items and 
up-weights the influence of less exposed items 

• Use the causally-inferred click model for predictions 

The algorithm



Forming predictions

We study two ways of predicting 

• Conditional prediction 

• Marginal prediction

E[yui | D] = P(aui = 1 |⇡ui,D) · E[yui | aui = 1,D]

E[yui | aui = 1,D] = ✓>u �i

how likely user u  
will seek out item i

user u’s preference  
towards item i



Why might this work? 
Drama lover

recommend
More  

dramas

Regular  
recommender  

system

weak 
signal
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• Self-selection process 

[Marlin & Zemel’09, Schnabel et al.’16]  

• Multi-arm bandits 

[Li et al.’15, Li et al.’10, Vanchinathan et al.’14, Zhao et al.’13]

Related work



• ML-1M, ML-10M, Yahoo-R3: 
•           : user u having rated item i 

• ArXiv: 
•           : user u having viewed the abstract of paper i.  
•            if she downloaded the paper and              otherwise 

Empirical study74 6.4 Empirical study

ML-1M ML-10M Yahoo-R3 ArXiv
# of users 6,040 69,878 15,400 26,541
# of items 3,706 10,677 1,000 80,082
# of exposures 1.0M 10.0M 0.3M 1.9M
% of exposures 4.47% 1.34% 2.02% 0.09%

Table 6.1: Attributes of the data. # of exposures is the number of entries with
aui = 1 (rated an item, viewed an abstract). % of exposure refers to the density of
the user-item exposure matrix.

• MovieLens (ML-1M and ML-10M). User-movie ratings collected from a movie recommendation
service.2 The ratings are on a 1–5 scale.

• Yahoo-R3. Music ratings collected from Yahoo! Music services (Marlin and Zemel, 2009).
The ratings are 1–5.

• ArXiv. User-paper clicks from the 2012 log-data of the arXiv pre-print server. The data are
binarized: multiple clicks by the same user on the same paper are considered to be a single
click. This data contains which papers a user downloaded and which she only read the abstract.

For ML-1M, ML-10M, and Yahoo-R3, we denote exposure aui = 1 as user u having rated item i.
These three datasets are typically used for rating prediction. Because our end goal is recommendation,
we binarize the ratings and encode preferences as being either positive or negative (yui = 1 if
rating is greater than or equal to 3 and yui = 0 otherwise). This type of binarization gives better
recommendation performance than directly using predicted ratings (Hu et al., 2008).3

In ArXiv we denote exposure aui = 1 as user u having viewed the abstract of paper i. Among papers
that a user is exposed to, we set yui = 1 if she downloaded the paper and yui = 0 otherwise.

Table 6.1 summarizes the important attributes of our four datasets.

Data pre-processing. For each dataset, we create two training/validation/test splits: regular (REG)
and skewed (SKEW). We create a regular split by randomly selecting the exposed items for each user
into training/validation/test sets, following 70/10/20 proportions. In the regular split, the test set has
the same exposure distribution as the training and validation sets. This is how researchers typically
evaluate recommendation models (with observational data).

The skewed split rebalances the splits to better approximate an intervention. We create it by first
sampling a test set with roughly 20% of the total exposures, such that each item has uniform probability.
Training and validation sets are then created from the remaining data (as in a regular split) with 70/10
proportions. For a skewed split, the test set will have a completely di�erent exposure distribution
from the training and validation sets. We use this split to demonstrate that causal inference for
recommendation leads to improved generalization performance.

Figure 6.1 shows the scatter plots of the training exposure distribution (reflected by the empirical item
popularity) against the test exposure distribution on regular and skewed splits of the ML-1M dataset.
The empirical item popularity is computed by counting the number of users who have been exposed

2http://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/
3We note that the Yahoo! data set also contains a random test set, where a subset of the users are given 10 randomly selected

songs to rate. But most of the ratings for this random test set are below 3. Rather, we created a skewed test set.

yui = 1

aui = 1

yui = 0

aui = 1



• Exposure model: Popularity or Poisson factorization  
• Model fitting: Train the click model causally with inverse 

propensity weighting, or observationally with classical 
inference.  

• Prediction: Conditional prediction or marginal prediction

Among these methods are two baselines from previous work: 
• “Probabilistic matrix factorization”, Salakhutdinov & Mnih, NIPS 2008 
• “Recommendations as treatments: Debiasing learning and evaluation”, 

Schnabel et al., ICML 2016



• Test data is from the joint model of exposure and click 
• Skewed test data shows even better performance from 

causally trained model 
• Approximate an intervention on the exposure 

Mean average rank: on average at what 
percentile a heldout item will be ranked 

(smaller is better)



Current and future work

• Causality with hidden exposure (implicit data) 
• “Proper” Bayesian inference


